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However Israel shall return, out of a land of Egypt
From a land of strength's people Israel shall rejoice
and Jacob shall be glad

CHORUS
Show us love for Jah is love and there's only love ey
Show more love for Jah is love and there's only...
The motherland is so beautiful take us to Africa, ya
Ethiopia is so beautiful take us to Africa

Oh, plus a fertile soil and the woman black
and the children smile and the woman clean
and they never do defile and they alway dress
inna fasion and style and I trod the scene
and I swim the River Nile and I hail King Selassie I
Hailie I love, nah live a Japan me nah wah live a
Thailand
Straight to Ethiopia Africa that is my land
Taint it all, me nah fi beg me nah boil and
I would never give away a continent for an island
People dem pure and clean good profile and oh yea
yea
Golden sunshine, whoa and

CHORUS
Show us love for Jah is love there's only love ey
Show more love a perfect love and a one Black love
The motherland is so beautiful take us to Africa, yea
Ethiopia is so beautiful the ruling power is the Emperor,
ey

Children praise Rastafari praise with overstanding
take you from the captivity and the bondage
Israel has returned and million more safely landing
Me and my Ethiopia people corresponding
Hail King Selassie give thanks for life
Repatriate to the garden of life
The birds and the bees how creation so nice
human beings herbs and the fruit trees right yah

CHORUS
Show us love for Jah is love and let us all love, yah
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One Black love a perfect love hey
Motherland is so beautiful take us to Africa, yah
Ethiopia is so beautiful I wanna go to Africa

Kalongi I tell yuh now
Selassie go before us, and just like what
my ancestors have told us
Keep singing these songs and chorus
the most high would never dare ignoore us

CHORUS
The motherland is so beautiful I wanna go to Africa
Ethiopia's so beautiful repatriate to Africa

Emperor Selassie I lead the multitude, yah
children be humble never you go rude, yah
Sizzla Kalongi with the good attitude, yah
Hail up the conquerin lion ah d tribe of Judah
Now I see the Black people pure and clean
and the banner is red gold and green
and all ah fresh down inna the health
and the healin stream
dem yah people dem full up of hygiene, yo

CHORUS
Show us love and Jah is love a one Black love a perfect
love
The motherland is so beautiful take us to Africa, ey
Motherland is so beautiful take us to Africa, Ok

White people mother ___
Elizabeth ah switch it and she turn we all
and so Selassie send ah lightening and ah thunder go
call dat
Babylon show Rastaman ah before all dat, ah tell yuh
now

CHORUS
Show us love and Jah is love it's one Black love it's
perfect love
and there's only love, it is love that has made us all
The motherland is so beautiful I wanna go to Africa,
yea
The motherland is so beautiful take us to Africa

(talking, maybe in Swahili)
Repatriation is a must
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